The work is aimed to increase the efficiency of cargo transportation by railway transport by improving the work organization of locomotive crews. The research is based on the methods of organization of operational work of railways and the methods of mathematical statistics. The problem of increasing the use efficiency of working hours of locomotive crews in freight traffic is considered in the article. Based on the statistical data processing of drivers' routes, the working hours` distribution of locomotive crews for different types of train operation in freight traffic for four locomotive depots was performed. During the research, a conditional division of the working time of locomotive crew by the type of work was performed, if the crew worked with trains of various categories. The algorithm for assigning the idle time and empty running of locomotive to certain types of train operation was also developed. The work originality lies in the fact that it improves the methods of analysis of the working hours` distribution of locomotive crews for certain types of train operation in freight traffic. The developed methods give an opportunity to evaluate the work specifics of individual locomotive depots and provide the initial data for planning the use of locomotives and the work and rest schedule of locomotive crews.
Introduction
A characteristic feature of the modern working conditions of railway transport in Ukraine is a critical level of traction rolling stock wear and an increasing misbalance between the number of locomotives and traffic volumes. In this regard, the task of improving the efficiency of using the existing fleet of locomotives and the staff of locomotive crews is of particular relevance. One of the ways to optimize and rationalize the transportation process is the development and implementation of a reliable system of operational planning of the work of locomotives and locomotive crews.
In Ukraine a system for traction train traffic, when the locomotive fleet and locomotive crews are distributed along the railway network and are assigned to the locomotive depot has been developed. The part of the railway network where the locomotives assigned to one locomotive depot turn around is called the locomotive operational area. Within long operational areas there may be intermediate points for locomotive turn-around, maintenance points, servicing terminals, locomotive crew change points, and the like. The section between the station of the main and turn-around depot is called the locomotive run. The locomotive operational areas may consist of one or several locomotive runs. The locomotive run may consist of one or more sections of the work of locomotive crews. In the process of its movement, the train can pass several sections of the work of locomotive crews and locomotive operational areas. The need to perform the regulated types of maintenance and servicing of locomotives, as well as compliance with the established norms of the working time of locomotive crews makes it necessary to stop the trains for their change.
When the standards for the operational work of Ukrzaliznytsia units are established for the planned month, calculations are made to determine the required fleet of locomotives for freight traffic and the attendant staff of locomotive crews, i.e., they are planned monthly. The planning provides for: -calculation of the daily average attendant staff of locomotive crews for the mastering of the freight traffic volumes specified in the plan for the month; -the distribution of existing staff of locomotive crews in the assignment point over the work sections, types of movement and the types of work in order to bring its size in line with the upcoming workload; -clarification of the annual holidays schedule for locomotive crews on the upcoming month.
Operational planning and management of the work of locomotives and locomotive crews at different levels is carried out by locomotive dispatchers of railway within the railway, locomotive dispatchers within the divisions of railway transportations and duty officers of locomotive depots. The development of methods for solving the problem of finding rational train servicing options by locomotives and crews has a rather long history and a significant number of scientific works are aimed at its solution. One of the first mathematical methods for solving this problem was proposed in the 60s of the 20th century. In the work [1] by Charnes and Miller used linear programming for the assignment of crew-engine pairings to a set of potential trips to provide each train in a given schedule with sufficient resources. Bartlett in [2] gave an algorithm for minimizing fleet size based on the idea that, for a fixed time horizon, this objective is tantamount to minimizing total idle time.
In the works [3] by Cordeau et al. and Piu and Speranza [6] two types of locomotive planning models were identified: Single and Multiple. Single locomotive planning models assume that there is only one type of locomotive available for assignment and train is drived by only one locomotive. Multiple locomotive planning models assume that one or several locomotives can service each train; herewith there are several types of locomotives. In the work [4] the problem of servicing the train movement of the Italian railways is considered and an algorithm for its solving is presented. In the work [5] Vaidyanathan et al. presented an algorithm for solving the task of planning the work of locomotives for USA railways. In the work [5] Teichmannet al. presented an algorithm for solving the task of planning the work of locomotives for Czech railway.
The studies aimed at solving the problems of train maintenance by locomotives and locomotive crews for the conditions of the Russian Federation are presented in the works [8] [9] [10] . It should be noted that the presented models and methods of planning the work of locomotives and locomotive crews are designed for cases when the train schedule is known. At the same time, the railway transport operation is largely influenced by random factors. In this regard, the train movement is characterized by significant monthly, daily and intra-day non-uniformity. At the same time, the occupation or non-occupation of train path by a freight train is a random event. Therefore, the problem of planning and operational planning of the work of locomotives and locomotive crews should be considered both in a dynamic and stochastic formulation. However, the lack of currently functioning models for constructing a graph of the predicted turn-around of locomotives and locomotive crews for a monthly period does not allow solving the problem by the method of transportation process simulation, therefore the index method remains the basic method; based on the formation of the working time expenditures of locomotive and locomotive crews` work according to statistical data for the past similar period. To construct simulation models and check their adequacy, it is necessary to evaluate the actual working conditions of railway transport and establish the distribution of the working time of locomotives and locomotive crews by the types of work when servicing trains of various categories.
Methodology
The document that makes it possible to establish the working time distribution of the locomotive crews when servicing trains of various categories is the driver's route. It is filled by the locomotive driver and processed programmatically by entering the main indicators using the software that provides functioning of the automated working station processing the driver's route (WS DR). The driver's route is the main document for the calculation and accounting of the operational work of locomotives, fuel and lubricants and electricity consumption, working time and wages of locomotive crews.
The main sections of the driver's route are as follows: 1. Data on the traction rolling stock (TRS) and the staff of locomotive crew. 2. Information on the working time of the TRS and the locomotive crew. 3. Data on the locomotives operating in different connections, such as pushing or double heading. 4. Electricity and fuel consumption data. 5. Data on the movement, weight of the train and the shunting operation performed.
Further, the locomotive and the locomotive crew during one travel are considered as a single whole.
Let us dwell in more detail on the sections containing information on the working time of the TRS and the locomotive crew, as well as on the use of locomotive with and without a train during the working hours of the locomotive crew.
The working time duration of the locomotive crew (travel time) in general can be determined by the expression [11] d a-ac
wheret a-ac -is the time interval between the moment of the locomotive crew appearance at the beginning of the working time and the moment of the locomotive acceptance, h;
During one travel, depending on the characteristics of the service section, such as its length, the structure of train traffic volume, the fullness of the train movement schedule, and othersthe locomotive can be used both to service the trains of the same or different categories. The decision on how to use the locomotive is made by the dispatching staff, depending on the operational situation and the restrictions, taking into account the mode of operation of the locomotive crew and the locomotive mileage between maintenance and repair.
The sequence of technological operations performed by locomotive with locomotive crew during one travel can be formalized as a directed graph G = (V, Р), presented in Fig. 1 . The vertices of the graph v п ∈V are the technological operations corresponding to certain states of locomotive, and the arcs of the graph р∈Рtransitions from one state to another. Transitions are initiated by the person making the decision on the further use of locomotive. Thus, the state «1» corresponds to the locomotive acceptance by the locomotive crew at the beginning of its work. After the crew's report on locomotive acceptance and readiness to carry out train work, a decision can be made to supply the locomotive to the freight train (state «2») or to dispatch the backup locomotive to another station to another train (state «5»). In state «2» the locomotive is waiting for the train, then itis supplied to the train, and thenthe operations are performed to test the brakes, receive a form of warnings and documents, waiting for the possibility of departure and departure, at the time of which the transition to state «3» occurs -the locomotive moves with the train through the section to the destination station. In state «5», a single locomotive waits for the possibility of departure and is departed, at this moment there is a transition to state «6» -backup running. When transiting to state «4» from state «6» one performs the operations with the locomotive upon arrival and supplies itto the freight train, i.e. transition to state «2». When transiting from state «3»to state «4»one also performs the stipulated technological operations with the locomotive upon arrival, and the further work plan may be as follows: -supply to the freight train -the transition to state «2»; -backup departure to another station to another freight train (state «5»); -end of work and delivery of locomotive (state «7»).
The transition to state «7» is possible from state «6». This is possible if, after servicing one or several trains, the backup locomotive is dispatched to the station of the main or turn-around depot to further change of the locomotive crew. In this case, the locomotive crew at the locomotive delivers the locomotive and finishes the work.
Thus, this oriented graph can be used in a simulation model to simulate the sequence of individual operations with a locomotive during one travel.
The theory of locomotive operation includes three main ways of train servicing by locomotives -run, loop and ring, differing in the frequency of locomotive entry into the main depot, and three main ways of servicing locomotives by locomotive crews -calling system, job order system and using the personalized schedules.
A feature of the operation of locomotives and locomotive crews in the current conditions is that the main criterion for their use is the adherence to overhaul intervals. It should also be noted the lack of service sectionsassignment to the individual depots and the actual impersonality of the locomotive assigned depotsconcerning repairs. Maintenance and repair of locomotives can be performed not only in the assigned depots and the point of locomotives turn-around, but also in any other depot where such a need has arisen.
Another feature is that during one travel the locomotive can be used to service trains of various categories.
Results
The obtained statistical characteristics of the duration distribution of one travel and its main components for the four depots located at the site with different characteristics of the train traffic volume and the characteristics of its servicing were published in the article [11] . The average duration of a travel is fixed in the range from 8.8 hours for Znamenka depot to 11.30 hours for Odessa-Sortirovochnayadepot. This is explained by the fact that Znamenka depot serves mainly through freight trains with and without processing with an insignificant share of district, cleanup and transfer trains. The Odessa-Sortirovochnaya depot is characterized by significant volumes of transfer trains at the junction, most of the locomotive crews working according to thepersonalized schedules with 12hour duration of working time.
The average duration values of the use of locomotives in train work -the time spent by the locomotive with the train ranges from 5.5 hours for Znamenka depot (62.5% of the travel duration) to 7.44 hours for Nizhnedneprovsk-Uzel depot (71.5% of the travel duration). The duration of locomotive movement with a train for Znamenka depot is 4.07 hours or 46.3% of the travel duration, for Nizhnedneprovsk-Uzel depot -4.36 hours or 41.9% of the travel duration.
There is no the correlation relationship between the above indicators of the locomotives` use, and the correlation coefficient is r=0.053 and does not reach the minimum value of the loose couple according to the Chaddock scale (Fig. 2) . Further studies have shown that the ratio of elements of train work -the time that a locomotive is with train and the time in motion with a train -have significant differences depending on the category of trains served by locomotives. Train driving on the extended runs of service cannot be compared, since such trains often move according to the schedule.
During one travel, the locomotive can serve trains of one category, while the calculation of statistical indicators has no differences from the calculation, the results of which are given above.
However, much of the travels is related to the driving of trains of various categories. In this regard, there is a need to develop a method of classifying the components of the working time of locomotives and locomotive crews as certain types of work when servicing trains of various categories.
The beginning of the work of locomotive crew is the moment of appearance T a at work. After that, the crewgoes to locomotive and performs its acceptance in accordance with the rules and regulations at the momentT ac . The presence of the specified period of time (t a-ac = T ac -T a ) is mandatory, and its duration must comply with the established standards t stand . The time interval t a-ac does not refer to a particular type of work.
The report on the locomotive readiness to perform work is the moment of the beginning of time period, which should be assigned to work with a train of a certain category. At the time of the locomotive crew`s statement on the readiness to work T ac , the decision maker, as a rule, already knows further plan of work with the locomotive. The train category k i in the process of research is determined by its number n i ∈N (i = 1, 2, 3, …), and the vector of numbers Nand the order of their assignment to certain train categories is determined by the Order of direction of car traffic volumes and their organization into freight trains (Train formation plan).
The moment of the end of the time interval W i , which is related to the work with the i-th train of a certain category k i , is the moment T end i = T unc i + t tech , where T unc i is the moment of the locomotive uncoupling from a train at the terminal station of the train running, t tech is the technological interval associated with the assignment of the train and transfer of train documents to the employee of the station technological centre. Since the driver's route does not contain information about the duration of the interval t tech , its duration in research is assumed to be 10 minutes.
It should be noted that the time moment T end i may be the starting point of the locomotive crew`s work with the next category of train T start i+1 if the travel is not over. Obviously, for the first train, which the locomotive crew will work with at the start of shift T start I = T ac , where i = 1. Thus, the total work duration of locomotive crewW i with a certain train category k i is
The analysis of the drivers` routes showed the presence of works related to the backup locomotives running for the subsequent work with trains of certain categories. In the performed studies, the duration of backup locomotives running t b i is assigned to work with a train of the category whose servicing is the next technological element or state of the locomotive, i.e. W i+1 = W i+1 + t b i . In the case of backup locomotive running to the station of locomotive crew`s change and the end of work, the interval t b i is assigned to the type of work of a certain category of the previous train, i.e.
The statistical processing of drivers` routes showed the following results.
For the four depots considered, Nizhnedneprovsk-Uzel, Znamenka, Lviv-Zapad and Odessa-Sortirovochnaya, one can distinguish the categories of trains with which locomotives work throughout the entire travel, i.e. the locomotive serves one or two trains of only one category. These include through trains, unit trains and district trains. At the same time for Odessa-Sortirovochnayadepot,the routes for servicing the sections with diesel-electric and electric traction were analyzed. Some of these travels, from the total number of the analyzed ones, are in the range from 19.25 to 52.8% with a predominance of travels in which trains of a certain category are serviced.
Thus, for Znamenka depot, the number of travels when the locomotives served only district trains accounted for 24.1% of the total; for Lviv-Zapad and Nizhnedneprovsk-Uzel depots, dominate the travelswhenthrough trains were serviced -29.64% and 34.6%, respectively. Odessa-Sortirovochnaya depot in the electric traction is characterized by the minimum number of travels, when the locomotives serviced only through and unit trains -3.87% of the total.
This confirms the need to take into account the specifics of the work of each locomotive depot.
The results of research of the duration of the main elements of the travel, when only trains of a certain category were serviced, are shown in Fig. 3 . The duration of time spent by locomotive with train t train and the duration of movement with train t mov correlates with the total durationof travel t d for trains of all categories; according to the Chaddock scale they have a very significant relationship. As an example, Fig.4 shows the field of points and correlation coefficients. , which are convenient to use when simulating the work of locomotive crews. Fields of points and analytical models are presented in Fig. 5 .
Fig. 5. Fields of points and corresponding analytical models
Analysis of the values of t train , t mov and t d allowed us to obtain their statistical parameters, as well as the nature of distribution. The results of the analysis are given in Fig. 6 , and histograms and distribution laws of the indicated values are shown in Fig. 7 Similar dependencies were obtained for the travels, during which the locomotive serviced different categories of trains. In addition to the categories discussed above, they should include clean-up, transfer trains and for some depots an insignificant number of pick-up and pick-up-district trains. A feature of such travels is that an additional element appears -backup locomotive running. Of the total service time of a particular category of train during the travel, backup running ranges from 1.5% for through trains, to 28.6% for transfer trains, and up to 50% for pick-up trains.
Another feature of such travels is that the locomotive performance is generally lower than that when servicing only one category of trains during the travel.
Similar to the results of the studies presented above, we can state that there is correlation relationship between the servicing time of a train of certain category t k and the duration of movement with a train of this category t movk ; however, for various depots according to the Chaddock scale, this relationship is somewhat lower and significant.
As an example Fig. 8 shows the distribution histogram of the duration of locomotive crew`s stay with a train, when it served the trains of different categories during the travel.
Scientific novelty and practical significance of work
The work originality lies in the fact that it improves the methods of analysis of the working hours` distribution of locomotive crews for certain types of train operation in freight traffic. The developed methods give an opportunity to evaluate the work specifics of individual locomotive depots and provide the initial data for planning the use of locomotives and the work and rest schedule of locomotive crews. As a result of the research, the following conclusions were obtained.
1. The graphical formalization of the locomotive use scheme for one travel as a directed graph can be used in a simulation model to simulate the sequence of individual operations with the locomotive.
2. There are differences in travels, during which the locomotive serves trains of only one category and trains of different categories, in terms of the duration distribution of individual states of the locomotive, which requires a conditional division of such travels.
3. We proposed a method for assigning the travel time components of a locomotive crew to the trains of various categories that were serviced during the travel.
4. Using the methods of regression analysis, we obtained analytical dependencies, which are convenient to use when simulating the work of locomotives and locomotive crews.
5. Statistical parameters were obtained, as well as the distribution nature of the values that are components of the travel duration of locomotive crew.
